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QUESTION 1

Which command do you use to check for block corruption by validating the database? 

A. RMAN> VALIDATE CHECK LOGICAL 

B. RMAN> VALIDATE BACKUP 

C. RMAN> VALIDATE CORRUPT BLOCKS 

D. RMAN> VALIDATE DATABASE 

Correct Answer: D 

since 11g the syntax got changed to 

RMAN> validate [check logical] database; 

Example: 

DGMGRL> validate database verbose d1 

output include: 

Block Corruptions found NO NO 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer has two CDBs: one for Production and one for development. You are asked to create a new
development PDB (salesdev) from an existing production PDB (salesprd). Which two options would accomplish this? 

A. You copy all the PDBSSEEDdata files from the production CDB into the development CDB and execute this on the
development CDB; SQL> CREATE PLUGGABLE DATABASE salesdev ADMIN USER salesdm IDENTIFIED by
password; 

B. You alter the salesprd source database to open in read-only mode, and start cloning the source database: SQL>
ALTER PLUGGABLE DATABASE salesprd OPEN READ ONLY; SQL> CREATE PLUGGABLE DATABASE salesdev
FROM salesprd; 

C. You alter the salesprd source database to open in read-only mode: SQL> ALTER PLUGGABLE DATABASE
salesprd OPEN READ ONLY; In the development CDB, you create a databaselink "PRD" that connects to the root of
the source CDB, and start cloning the source PDB: SQL> CREATE PLUGGABLE DATABASE salesdevFROM
salesprd@prd; 

D. Connected as the salesprd local DBA, you create an XML using: SQL> ALTER PLUGGABLE DATABASE salespdb
UNPLUG INTO \\' /tmp/salesprd-xml\\' ; Copy the XML file and all salesprd-related files to the target CDB and start
plugging the copy into the development CDB using: SQL> CREATE PLUGGABLE DATABASE salesdev USING\\'
/tmp/salesprd.xml\\'; 

Correct Answer: AD 

A: Creating a PDB Using the Seed 
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You can use the CREATE PLUGGABLE DATABASE statement to create a PDB in a CDB using the files 

of the seed. 

D: Plugging In an Unplugged PDB 

To plug in an unplugged PDB, the following prerequisites must be met: 

*

 Complete the prerequisites described in "Preparing for PDBs". 

*

 The XML file that describes the PDB must exist in a location that is accessible to the CDB. 

The USING clause must specify the XML file. 

Etc 

 

QUESTION 3

Which type of file system is NOT valid for storing data files, online redo log files, and control files for a pluggable
database? 

A. Automatic Storage Management (ASM) 

B. OS file system 

C. logical volume (LVM) 

D. clustered file system 

E. RAW 

Correct Answer: E 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Consider 10 scenarios that result in database downtime. Which five of them are considered as planned downtime? 

A. addition or removal of nodes, memory, or disks 

B. changing configuration parameters, upgrading, or patching Oracle software 

C. file deletion 

D. migrating to cluster architecture 

E. dropped database object 
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F. table definition changes 

G. runaway processes that consume system resources 

H. adding table partitioning 

I. operating system or storage device / driver failure 

J. database or application deadlocks 

Correct Answer: ADHIJ 

Answer: A, D, H, I, J 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are true about listeners? 

A. Listeners use only the TCP/IP protocol. 

B. Multiple listener processes can run simultaneously on a host. 

C. Multiple database instances can be registered with a single listener, 

D. Listener-related errors can be traced only at the administrative level. 

E. Only one database instance can be registered with a single listener at any time. 

Correct Answer: BE 

B: A network may contain multiple local and remote listeners. 

E: Oracle Net Listener is a separate process that runs on the database server. It receives incoming client connection
requests and manages the traffic of these requests to the database server. 

Incorrect: 

Not A: Because the configuration parameters have default values, it is possible to start and use a listener 

with no configuration. This default listener has a name of LISTENER, supports no services on startup, and 

listens on the following TCP/IP protocol address: 

(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=host_name)(PORT=1521)) 

 

QUESTION 6

For which database operation do you need the database to be in MOUNT state? 

A. renaming the control files 

B. re-creating the control files 
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C. dropping a user in your database 

D. dropping a tablespace in your database 

E. configuring the database instance to operate in ARCHIVELOG or NOARCHIVELOG mode 

Correct Answer: E 

To enable or disable archiving, the database must be mounted but not open. 

Note: See step 5 below. 

Changing the Database Archiving Mode 

To change the archiving mode of the database, use the ALTER DATABASE statement with the 

ARCHIVELOG or NOARCHIVELOG clause. To change the archiving mode, you must be connected to the 

database with administrator privileges (AS SYSDBA). 

The following steps switch the database archiving mode from NOARCHIVELOG to ARCHIVELOG: 

1.Shut down the database instance 

2.Back up the database. 

3.Edit the initialization parameter file to include the initialization parameters that specify the destinations for 

the archived redo log files 

4.Start a new instance and mount, but do not open, the database. 

STARTUP MOUNT 

To enable or disable archiving, the database must be mounted but not open. 

5.Change the database archiving mode. Then open the database for normal operations. 

ALTER DATABASE ARCHIVELOG; 

ALTER DATABASE OPEN; 

6.Shut down the database. 

SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATE 

7.Back up the database. 

 

QUESTION 7

Examine the statements: 

SQL> CREATE TABLESPACE MYTBS DATAFILE \\'/disk1/mytbs_l.dbf \\' SIZE 10M; 

SQL> CREATE TABLE mytab (id NUMBER, descr VARCHAR2 (100) ) PARTITION BY RANGE(id) ( 
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partition pi values loss than (100000) tablespacemytbs storage (initial lm), partition p2 values less than 

(MAXVALUE) tablespacemytbs storage (initial 1m) ); 

When inserting data, you get the error: 

ORA-01688: unable to extend table SYS.MYTAB partition P2 by 128 in tablespace MYTBS 

Which three operations would allow you to insert data without getting the error message? 

A. Extend the logical volume by 10 MB where the data files are stored; # lvextend -L+10M /diskl 

B. Add a data file: SQL>ALTER TABLESPACE MYTBS ADD DATAFILE \\' /disk1/mytbs_2 .dbf SIZE 10M; 

C. Move a partition to another tablespace: SQL> CREATE TABLESPACE ADDITIONAL_TBS DATAFILE
\\'/disk1/additional_tbs_1 .dbf\\' SIZE 10M; SQL> ALTER TABLE MYTAB MOVE PARTITION P2 TABLESPACE
ADDlTIONAL_TBS; 

D. Resize the existing data file: SQL> ALTER DATABASE DATAFILE \\'/diskl/mytbs_l .dbf\\' RESIZE 20M; E) Remove a
data file: SQL> ALTER TABLESPACE MYTBS DROP DATAFILE \\'/diskl/mytbs_l - dbf\\'; 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

 

QUESTION 8

To revoke unnecessary and unused privileges, you can use Privilege Analysis. Which sequence should 

you follow? 

1 -Start the analysis. 

2 - Set up the analysis policy type (database, role, context). 

3 - Generate the results. 

4 -View the results in DBA_USED_PRIVSand DBA_UNUSED_PRJVS. 

5 - Stop the analysis. 

A. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

B. 2, 1, 5, 3, 4 

C. 5, 1, 2, 3, 4 

D. 2, 3, I, 5, 4 

E. 1, 2, 4, 5, 2 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 9

In Oracle Database 12c, when does a transaction begin? 

A. when a transaction ID is allocated for it. 

B. when a user explicitly issues a "begin" statement 

C. when a transaction is assigned to an available undo data segment to record undo entries for the new transaction 

D. when the first executable SQL statement is encountered 

Correct Answer: D 

A transaction begins when the first executable SQL statement is encountered. An executable SQL statement is a SQL
statement that generates calls to a database instance, including DML and DDL statements and the SET
TRANSACTION statement. 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two statements are true regarding SQL*Plus? 

A. It has commands for performing database administration operations. 

B. It can be used in interactive but not batch mode for SQL commands. 

C. It has to be installed separately after the Oracle Database 12c installation. 

D. Operating system commands can be executed from the SQL*Plus command prompt. 

Correct Answer: AC 

C: how to start SQL*Plus: 

1- Make sure that SQL*Plus has been installed on your computer. 

2.

 Log on to the operating system (if required). 

3.

 Enter the command, SQLPLUS, and press Return. 

Etc. 

Not B: In SQL*Plus command-line, the use of an external editor in combination with the @, @@ or START commands
is an effective method of creating and executing generic scripts. You can write scripts which contain SQL*Plus, SQL and
PL/SQL commands, which you can retrieve and edit. This is especially useful for storing complex commands or
frequently used reports. 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B14117_01/server.101/b12170/qstart.htm 
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QUESTION 11

There are two listeners, LISTENER1 arid LISTENER2, and one service name ORCL available for your database. The
database is running and currently, only LISIENER1 is started. You issue the command: 

lsnrctl start listener2 

What would be the outcome? 

A. It starts the second listener without affecting current sessions. 

B. It starts the second listener and terminates all current sessions. 

C. It gives an error because multiple listeners cannot run simultaneously. 

D. It gives an error because multiple listeners can run simultaneously only if there are multiple net service names. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://blogs.oracle.com/rtsai/entry/how_to_configure_multiple_oracle 

 

QUESTION 12

Which four items exist in the root of a CDB, but not in the PDBs? 

A. shared UNDO and default database temporary tablespace 

B. Oracle-supplied metadata 

C. shared Oracle-supplied data 

D. CDB views providing information across PDBs 

E. application tablespaces 

F. local temporary tablespaces 

G. local users and local roles H. non-shared local metadata 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

 

QUESTION 13

All database users are currently connected to the database instance and are working. The HR user opens three
database sessions and executes this command in one of the sessions: 

SQL> UPDATE persons SET ccode=\\'U031\\' WHERE ccode=\\'U029\\'; 123 rows updated. 

SQL> DELETE FROM persons WHERE exp=\\'Y\\'; 3 rows deleted. 
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The SYS user opens a new session after HR executes the preceding commands. Which option represents the sessions
that can see the effect of the UPDATE and DELETE commands? 

A. all sessions of the HR user 

B. all sessions of the HR user and the SYS user 

C. the session of the HR user that executed the commands 

D. all sessions for which database users have access privileges to the PERSONS table 

Correct Answer: A 

Without issue of commit by the HR user, the other users are unable to see the changes even though they have access. 

 

QUESTION 14

Identify two solutions that Oracle provides for patch conflict. 

A. merge patch 

B. combine patch 

C. overlay patch 

D. dual patch 

E. super patch 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 15

Your customer is looking for a solution that meets these four needs: 

1 - Replicate data from source to target for reporting purposes. 2 -Replicate data from one source to multiple targets. 3 -
Replicate data between two databases for instant failover. 4 - Replicate data from multiple sources to a single target for
a data warehouse. 

Which GoldenGate-supported topology would you recommended? 

A. Uni-directional for 1 Peer-to-peer for 2 Bi-directional for 3 Consolidation for 4 

B. Peer-to-peer for 1 Broadcast for 2 Bi-directional for 3 

Consolidation for 4 

C. Uni-directional for 1 Broadcast for 2 Bi-directional for 3 Consolidation for 4 

D. Peer-to-peer for 1 Consolidation for 2 Broadcast for 3 Cascading for 4 
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Correct Answer: C 
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